The ability to have one universal software that integrates all monitoring and printing services across your entire organization is now a reality with KYOCERA Net Manager 6.0 (KNM). KNM is a secure, server-based web-accessed solution for Kyocera MFPs and printers that offers a simple and organized system to allow secure print, user management, job tracking and accounting, report creation, and more.

KYOCERA Net Manager 6.0 provides control over four key management functions - from end user tracking and auditing - to monitoring and assessing an entire fleet, all from a single administrator interface. Organizations can make the most efficient use of their Kyocera managed devices to create an optimized print environment from start to finish. This allows for ease of operational integrity for companies focusing on MPS and internal IT.

KNM provides full visibility of all attributes on a modern, embedded user interface providing the ability to view and utilize more functions on a single screen. Administrators can view all users and gain extensive insight into the MFP color usage throughout the organization. KNM meets the requirements for monitoring the print fleet, with real time management and detailed reporting, making these processes much more efficient.

**KYOCERA Net Manager** is a single source for convenient, efficient and comprehensive monitoring and printing:

- **Authentication** - Access to devices in one step by PIN, ID card or name/password or in a two-step authentication such as ID-Card and PIN
- **Security** - Secure printing, data encryption and Print&Follow function to ensure documents can only be accessed and printed by those authorized to do so
- **Reporting** - Detailed statistics on all aspects of printing and printers, scanning and copying, projects, accounting, users and groups.
- **Personalized Features** - Administrators can configure the intuitive interface, based on specific business rules allocated per user and/or group.
- **Easy Scan** - One click changes the destination of scanned documents and metadata. Choose between home folder, fax server, email address, Google Drive, One Drive, One Drive Business, or Box.com.
- **Mobile Printing** - Print documents from mobile devices by sending the job to the KYOCERA Net Manager server.
**SERVER INFORMATION**

- KNM 6.0-MS SQL/Express, FireBird server based V2.5.7

**SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS**

**Operating Systems**


**Minimum Hardware Requirements**

- 2 GHz or faster processor, 2 GB of RAM

---

**ROBUST FUNCTIONALITY IN 5 KEY AREAS**

- **Network Device Management** – Monitor Kyocera devices and create customizable reports, or choose from several existing templates to aid with site survey designs and proposals. Remote installation enables setup in 60 minutes or less for minimal downtime when working from another location.

- **Capture and Distribution** – Customizable and intuitive touch screen interface enables easy capture of hard copy documents, securely digitizing them for storage or distribution.

- **Output Management** – Direct integration with Kyocera HyPAS MFPs/Printers offers advanced Print&Follow plus flexible printing for medium-sized to enterprise-level environments. Output various document formats via email to the KYOCERA Net Manager server, or from the KYOCERA Net Manager web interface without any application or driver. Customizable reports and forty-four standard reports offer the ability to create and keep detailed statistics about the printing costs generated by a project, user or department.

- **Cost Control and Security** – Comprehensive job tracking on local/network connected MFPs/Printers. Jobs may be tracked via driver, USB stick, Fiery box, cloud and network/local connected devices. Send to Me, USB IC-card reader and various means of authentication, even on Non-HyPAS devices. Offline authentication and accounting allows users the flexibility to print, even when the server is offline, with accounting data and reports reconciled when the server is recovered.

- **Mobile and Cloud** – Integration with KYOCERA Mobile Print enables tracking and the ability to limit user access. Policies, quotas, and credits may be applied to mobile device users with a KYOCERA Net Manager account.

---

Full visibility of all attributes on a single screen makes it extremely easy to access reports. Viewers can quickly analyze user sessions, determine MFP/Printer color usage throughout the organization and more. Additionally, fleet monitoring with real time management and customizable, detailed reporting is now seamless and easily accessible.

Simplified, intuitive and customizable interface allows users to quickly find shortcuts to the functions they most frequently use. Interface appearance differs based on user policies for specific user and group types.

Specifications and design are subject to change without notice.
For the latest on connectivity visit usa.kyoceradocumentsolutions.com.
KYOCERA Mobile Print, KYOCERA Net Manager, HyPAS and Print&Follow are trademarks of the KYOCERA Companies.
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